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QUESTION 1

You are defining intercompany balancing rules that are applied to a specific source and category, such as payables and
invoices, or a specific intercompany transaction type, such as Intercompany Sales. 

Which two statements are correct? (Choose two.) 

A. Set up a chart of accounts rule for every chart of accounts structure you have to ensure that Intercompany Balancing
will always find a rule to use to generate balancing accounts. 

B. You can create a rule for all sources and categories by selecting the source "Other" and the category "Other". 

C. If you choose to have rules at various levels, then intercompany balancing evaluates the rules in this order: Ledger,
Legal Entity, chart of accounts, and primary balancing segment value. 

D. You must define rules for every combination of specific categories and sources. Otherwise, the intercompany
balancing will not work. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

Your customer is planning to have three balancing segments for generating balance sheets and income statements at
cost center segment and program segment levels. 

Which two recommendations would you give your customer? (Choose two.) 

A. Additional intercompany rules will need to be defined for the two additional balancing segments 

B. Every journal where debits do not equal credits across the three balancing segments will result in the system
generating extra journal lines to balance the entry 

C. Additional intercompany balancing and clearing options will need to be defined 

D. When entering journals manually, the customer will need to make sure that debits and credits are equal across all
balancing segments because the system will not automatically balance the journal 

Correct Answer: AB 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E25178_01/fusionapps.1111/e20375/F350915AN26721.htm 

 

QUESTION 3

You are setting up Close Monitor, which comprises a ledger set hierarchy definition. 

Which two components of the enterprise structure should the ledgers in the ledger set share? (Choose two.) 

A. Accounting Calendar 

B. Legal Entities, Business Units, and Chart of Accounts 
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C. Chart of Accounts 

D. Chart of Accounts, Currency, Accounting Calendar, and Subledger Accounting Method 

E. Chart of Accounts and Business Units 

Correct Answer: AC 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E29597_01/fusionapps.1111/e20374/F494861AN210CF.htm 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to set up a calendar for fiscal year Apr-XX to March-YY where YY is the following year, and you would like the
periods to be named according to the year they fall in. 

What Calendar format should you choose? 

A. Calendar 

B. Fiscal 

C. Year 

D. Period 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E53547_01/opera_5_04_03_core_help/period_setup.htm 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to monitor the close process of all financial subledgers and ledgers. 

How can you quickly obtain this information? 

A. Use the Manage Accounting Periods page to view the status of all subledgers and ledgers 

B. Access each subledgers\\' calendar and General Ledger\\'s Manage Accounting Periods page to view the status of
each period 

C. Run Closing Status reports 

D. Use Close Monitor in General Accounting Dashboard 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E48434_01/doc.1118/e49598/F1006651AN1B4CF.htm 
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